from Influence of Spiritual Beings on Man – Lecture 2 – Rudolf Steiner January 27, 1908

. . . .there are other beings whose lowest sphere of operation is man's highest. Let us try
to conceive of these beings whose lowest sphere of operation is man's highest (Libra in the
Zodiac). When we relate man to the Zodiac, he reaches to Libra. The Being whose innermost
nature belongs wholly to the Zodiac, whose forces belong wholly to the Zodiac, who only
manifests in planetary life through his lowest member, which corresponds to Libra (as man's
lowest member corresponds to Pisces) —this is the Being who spreads life throughout the
whole of our universe:

Just as man receives life into himself, so does this Being radiate life through the whole of
our universe. This is the Being Who has the power to make the great sacrifice and Who is
inscribed in the Zodiac as the Being Who for the sake of our world offers Himself in sacrifice.
Just as man strives upwards into the Zodiac, so does this Being send us His sacrificial gift from
Aries —which is related to Him as Libra is related to man. And just as man turns his ego upwards
to Libra, so does this Being radiate His very Self over our sphere in sacrifice.
This Being is called the “Mystical Lamb,” for Lamb and Aries are the same; therefore the
description ‘Sacrificial Lamb’ or ‘Ram’ is given to Christ. Christ belongs to the cosmos as a whole.
His I, his Ego, reaches to Aries and thus He becomes Himself the “Great Sacrifice,” is related
with the whole of mankind and in a certain sense the beings and forces present on the earth are
His creations. The configuration of forces is such that He could become the Creator of these
beings in the constellation of Aries, or the Lamb. The designation “Sacrificial Lamb” or “Mystical
Lamb” is drawn from the heavens themselves.
This is one of the aspects revealed to us when from our circumscribed existence we look up
into the heavens and perceive the interworking of heavenly forces and beings in cosmic space.
Gradually we begin to realize that the forces streaming from heavenly body to heavenly body
are akin to those forces which stream from one human soul to another as love and hate. We
perceive soul-forces streaming from star to star and learn to recognize the heavenly script
which records for us what is wrought and effected by those forces in cosmic space.
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